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1. INTRODUCTION
Given a property of Banach spaces that is hereditary, it is natural to ask
whether a Banach space has the property if each of its subspaces with a
w Ž . Ž .particular structure such as a Schauder basis or a Schauder finite-di-
xmensional decomposition has the property. The motivation for such
questions is that it is much easier to deal with Banach spaces with such an
additional structure.
A subset C of a Banach space has the convex point of continuity
Ž .property, CPCP resp. point of continuity property, PCP , provided for
Ž .each nonempty closed convex resp. nonempty closed subset D of C, the
formal identity map I: D “ D has a point of weak-to-norm continuity. A
Ž .Banach space has the CPCP resp. PCP provided its closed unit ball has
Ž .the CPCP resp. PCP . It is well known that the Radon]Nikodym propertyÂ
Ž .RNP implies the PCP. Clearly, the PCP implies the CPCP. These three
Ž w x. w xproperties are indeed distinct cf. 4, 7 . See 5 for a splendid survey of
these geometric properties.
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w xBourgain 3 introduced the CPCP to show that the RNP is determined
on subspaces with a finite dimensional decomposition. Likewise, the PCP
w x w x4 and the CPCP 8 are determined on subspaces with a finite dimen-
sional decomposition.
Ž .The long-standing question of whether the RNP resp. PCP, CPCP is
determined on subspaces with bases is still open.
Recall that a Banach space is an Asplund space provided each of its
separable subspaces has a separable dual. An Asplund space cannot
contain l isomorphically. Indeed, the line between being an Asplund1
w xspace and not containing l isomorphically is very fine 12 .1
w xThe PCP is determined 6 on subspaces with a basis for Banach spaces
not containing l . In fact, the PCP is determined on subspaces with a1
Ž w x wshrinking basis for Asplund spaces cf. 10 , where this deduced from 11,
x.Thm. 1 .
The goal of this paper is to show the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. Let X be an Asplund Banach space. Then the following are
equi¤alent.
Ž .1 X has the CPCP.
Ž .2 Each subspace of X with a basis has the CPCP.
Ž .3 Each subspace of X with a shrinking basis has the CPCP.
This theorem follows directly from the results in the next section.
Ž .Throughout this paper, X and Z denote infinite dimensional Banach
U Ž .spaces. If X is a Banach space, then X is its dual space and B X is its
Ž . w xclosed unit ball. If Y is a subset of X , then Y is the closed linear span
of Y and co Y, is the convex hull of Y. All notation and terminology, not
w xotherwise explained, are as in 1, 9 .
2. RESULTS
Our proof of Theorem 1 was inspired by techniques of Argyros et al. in
Ž w x.their studies of CPCP in c specifically, 1, Prop. 3.1 . They constructed0
subsets of c , called P -simplices, with several additional properties. We0 0
shall construct, in an arbitrary Banach space, P -sets. A P -set in c ,¤ 4 ¤ 4 0n n
 4‘where ¤ is the standard unit vector basis of c , is a P -simplex.n ns1 0 0
Ž .DEFINITION 2 P -set . Let X be a Banach space. Fix:¤ 4n
Ž .  4‘C1 a null sequence « of strictly positive numbers,n ns1
Ž .  4‘  4‘C2 sequences g and a from X with g s a , andj js1 j js1 1 1
Ž .  4‘C3 a strictly increasing sequence l from N with l s 1 and letn ns1 1
l s 0.0
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Ž .  4‘Define the strictly increasing sequence m of integers by m s 0n ns0 0
and m s 1 and1
m s m q lnq1 n n
for n g N.
Note that for each j g N there exists a unique n g N so that m - jny1
F m , in which case we define ¤ byn j
a if j s 11
¤ sj ½ a y g if j ) 1 noting 1 F j y m F l .Ž .j jym ny1 ny1ny 1
 4Thus the set a has one vector, namely,j m - jF m0 1
a s ¤ s g .1 1 1
 4The set a has one vector, namely,j m - jF m1 2
a s g q ¤ .2 1 2
 4In general, if n G 2 then the set a has a l vector, namely,j m - jF m ny1ny 1 n
a s g q ¤m q1 1 m q1ny 1 ny1
a s g q ¤m q2 2 m q2ny 1 ny1
...
a s a s g q ¤ s g q ¤ .m m ql l m ql l mn ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 n
Next, let
K s co a : 1 F j F m 4n j n
and
K s K .D n
ngN
Note that for each n g N:
‘Ž .  4P0 K s co a .j js1
Ž .P1 K is a closed convex set.n
Ž .P2 K is a closed convex set, but not bounded in general.
Let the above system also satisfy, for each n g N,
Ž .C4 g g K for l - j F l .j n ny1 n
Ž .  4C5 g is an « -net for K .j l - jF l n nny 1 n
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Ž . Ž .Just by construction, C4 and C5 hold for n s 1 and
Ž . w xP3 K ; ¤ : 1 F k F m for each n g N.n k n
‘Ž .  4P4 K s g for each n g N.nsnn 00
Ž . 5 5P5 If K is norm bounded, then sup ¤ - ‘.ng N n
We call such a set K a P -set.¤ 4n
Whenever we speak of a P -set, we will use the notation just set forth¤ 4n
in the above definition.
A P -set with additional properties fails the CPCP.¤ 4n
LEMMA 3. If K is a bounded P -set,¤ 4n
5 5inf ¤ ) 0,n
ngN
 4‘and each subsequence of ¤ contains a further subsequence that is weaklyn ns1
con¤ergent, then K fails the CPCP.
Proof. Assume the given hold true. For each j g N, there is a unique
n g N such that l - j F l , in which case0 n y1 n0 0
g q ¤ g Kj m qjn
Ž .  4‘provided n G n . Let z g K. By P4 , there is a subsequence g of0 j ks1k
 4‘g that converges in norm to z. Next find a strictly increasing sequencej js1
 4‘n such thatk ks1
g q ¤ g K .j m qjk n kk
 4‘Without loss of generality, ¤ is weakly convergent. Thus them qj ks1n kk
 4‘sequence g q ¤ converges weakly to z but does not convergej m qj ks1k n kk
in norm to z.
The next proposition is the heart of the proof of Theorem 1.
 4‘PROPOSITION 4. Let e be a basis for a Banach space into which Xn ns1
embeds isomorphically. Let C be a closed, bounded, con¤ex subset of X that
fails the CPCP. Then there is:
‘ ‘Ž .  4  4A a block basic sequence ¤ of e ,n ns1 n ns1
Ž .  4‘B a semi-normalized sequence ¤ in X that is equi¤alent ton ns1
‘ 4¤ , andn ns1
Ž .C a P -set in C.¤ 4n
U  4‘Furthermore, if X is separable, all can be arranged so that ¤ is weaklyn ns1
null.
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w xProof. Since C fails the CPCP, by 3 , there is a nonempty convex
subset A of C and d ) 0 so that each nonempty weak neighborhood of A
has diameter exceeding d .
w x‘Let e ’ Z and S: X ¤ Z be an isomorphic embedding. Let K ben ns1
 4‘  4‘the basis constant of e and, without of generality, let e ben ns1 n ns1
 4‘  4‘normalized. Let f be the associated coordinate functionals of e .n ns1 n ns1
 4‘Find a sequence d of strictly positive numbers such thatj js1
‘
2 K d - 1.Ý j
js1
 U4‘ U UDefine a sequence d from X as follows: if X is separable, letn ns1
 U4‘ U Ud be a dense subset of X ; otherwise, let each d be the zeron ns1 n
 4‘vector. Let « be a decreasing null sequence of positive numbers.n ns1
Following the notation set forth in Definition 2, we shall construct
inductively on n g N:
Ž .  4‘1 a sequence l from N with l s 1 and let l s 0,n ns1 1 0
Ž .  4  4‘2 sets r such that r is a strictly increasing se-j m - jF m j js1ny 1 n
quence of integers and let r s 0,0
Ž .  4  4‘3 sets a such that a is a sequence from A,j m - jF m j js1ny 1 n
‘Ž .  4  44 sets ¤ such that ¤ is a sequence from Z, andj m - jF m j js1ny 1 n
Ž .  4  4‘5 sets g such that g is a sequence from A withj l - jF l j js1ny 1 n
g s a1 1
and, following the notation in Definition 2, define the corresponding
Ž .  4‘6 strictly increasing sequence m of integers,n ns0
Ž .  47 subsets ¤ from X , andj m - jF mny 1 n
Ž .  4‘8 sequence K of subsets of X ,n ns1
which satisfy:
Ž . w x9 ¤ g e : r - i F r ,j i jy1 j
Ž . 5 510 ¤ y S¤ - d ,j j j
dŽ . 5 511 ¤ ) ,j 2
Ž . < U Ž . <12 d ¤ - « if i - j,i j j
Ž .13 g g K for l - j F l ,j n ny1 n
Ž .  414 g , an « -net for K .j l - jF l n nny 1 n
Starting the induction with n s 1, note that l s 0 s m and l s 1 s0 0 1
dŽ . 5 5m . Since diam A ) d , there is a g A with a ) . Thus1 1 1 2
¤ s a s g ,1 1 1
 4K s a .1 1
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Find r ) r such that1 0
<S¤ - dŽ . Ž r , ‘.1 11
and let
<¤ s S¤ .Ž . w1 , r x1 1 1
Clearly all is fine thus far.
Let n G 1. Assume that we have successfully found
 4  4  4l , r , a , ¤ , g . 4  4j j j j j1FjFm 1FjFm 1FjFm 1FjFl1FjFn n n n n
Of course, m s 1 q Ýn l . Next we want to findnq1 js1 j
 4  4r , a , ¤ . ) 4 Ž .j j jm -jFm m -jFm m -jFmn nq1 n nq1 n nq1
Towards this, assume that m F j y 1 - m , in which case 1 F j y mn nq1 n
F l , and we know r . To find a , r , and ¤ , letn jy1 j j j
rjy1 djUnV s a g A: S f a y g -Ž .Fj p jym n½ 52 rjy1ps1
jy1
Ul a g A: x a y g - « .Ž .½ 5F i jym jn
is1
Then V n is a nonempty weak neighborhood of A containing g . Thusj jym n
there is a g V ; A such thatj
d
5 5a y g ) .j jym n 2
Thus
¤ s a y g .j j jym n
Note that
rjy1
<S¤ s f S¤ eŽ . Ž .Ýw1 , r xj p j pjy 1
ps1
r rjy1 jy1 djU² : ² :F S¤ , f s ¤ , S f - .Ý Ýj p j p 2ps1 ps1
Find r ) r such thatj jy1
dj
<S¤ -Ž . Ž r , ‘.j j 2
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and set
<¤ s S¤ .Ž . Ž r , r xj j jy 1 j
Ž .This completes the construction of the sets in ) . Since
 4K ’ co a : 1 F k F m ,nq1 k nq1
 4  4there is l ) l and g from K such that g isnq1 n j l - jF l nq1 j l - jF ln nq1 n nq1
Ž . Ž .an « -net for K . Clearly 9 and 14 hold. This completes thenq1 nq1
inductive construction.
Clearly,
‘ 4K ’ co an ns1
is a P -set and¤ 4n
d
5 5 5 5- ¤ F 2 sup an2 agA
Ž . Ž .  4‘for each n g N. It follows from 9 and 10 that S¤ is a basicj js1
sequence and the linear map
‘‘ÄT : S¤ “ ¤j jjs1 js1
ÄŽ .given by T S¤ s ¤ is an isomorphism. Since S is an isomorphic embed-j j
 4‘ding, ¤ is a basic sequence and the linear mapj js1
‘‘Ä w xS : ¤ “ S¤j jjs1 js1
ÄŽ . Ž .defined by S ¤ s S ¤ is an isomorphism. Thusj j
‘‘w xT : ¤ “ ¤j jjs1 js1
Ä Ä Ž .defined by T s T (S is an isomorphism with T ¤ s ¤ .j j
 4‘Remark 5. Assume that, in the above proposition, ¤ is a shrinkingn ns1
 4‘basic sequence. Then, since it is semi-normalized, ¤ is weakly null inn ns1
X . By Lemma 3, the obtained bounded P -set fails the CPCP. But this¤ 4nw x‘ w x‘P -set is a subset of ¤ and so ¤ is a subspace of X failing the¤ 4 n ns1 n ns1n
CPCP.
Deep results of Bourgain and Zippin lead to an easy corollary.
COROLLARY 6. The following are equi¤alent for an Asplund space X .
Ž .1 X fails the CPCP.
Ž .  4‘2 There is a semi-normalized shrinking basic sequence ¤ in Xn ns1
and a bounded P -set.¤ 4n
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Ž . Ž .Proof. To see that 1 implies 2 , let X be an Asplund space failing0
w xthe CPCP. Since X fails the CPCP, by 3 , there is a separable subspace X0
of X that fails the CPCP. Since X is an Asplund space, X embeds0 0
w xisomorphically into a Banach space with a shrinking basis 14 . Now apply
Ž .  4‘  4‘Proposition 4 with C s B X . Since e is a shrinking basis, ¤ isn ns1 n ns1
shrinking basic sequence.
Ž . Ž .Remark 5 shows that 2 implies 1 .
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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